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Dinomummy
ISBN-13/EAN: 978-0-7534-6047-4
ISBN-10: 0-7534-6047-5

DINOMUMMY

Dinomummy: The Life, Death, and Discovery 
of Dakota, a Dinosaur from Hell Creek 
Written by Dr. Phil Manning, with an introduction by Tyler Lyson 

In 2000, teenage dino-hunter Tyler Lyson stumbled across the fossil remains
of a hadrosaur in the remote hills of the Hell Creek Formation in North
Dakota. More than a collection of fossilized bones, Tyler discovered a three-
dimensional mummified dinosaur—a dinomummy. He and a paleontologist
from the University of Manchester in England, Dr. Phil Manning, led an
excavation that would change the way we think about dinosaurs. Named for
its place of discovery, “Dakota” was gradually uncovered and moved to a lab
for further excavation and analysis. Tyler and Phil’s enthusiasm, expertise,
and years of work blend as this paleontological detective story unfolds. 

Stunning computer-generated artwork, based on fieldwork and laboratory
studies of the hadrosaur specimen, brings Dakota and its environment back 
to life on the pages of this amazing book. Travel back in time to explore 
Hell Creek 65 million years ago, when herds of hadrosaurs migrated across
vast floodplains.

Dakota died during the Late Cretaceous Period on the floodplains of North
America and its body was locked in a rocky tomb. But Dakota’s story was 
far from over. From the rugged badlands of Hell Creek to high-tech 
scientific labs, photographs document the incredible story of two men and 
a very special dinosaur.

A must-have for dino-enthusiasts
life, death, and excavation of 

Marketing:
• $100,000 marketing 

campaign

• National Geographic 
television feature

• 10-copy floor display

• National advertising

• 9-city author tour: 
New York, New Haven,
Boston, Philadelphia,
Washington, D.C.,
Chicago, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Seattle

• National media 

• Conference promotions

10-copy packed 
floor display: 
$189.50/$250.00 Can.
ISBN-13/EAN: 
978-0-618-95937-2
ISBN-10: 0-618-95937-8
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of any age! Discover the remarkable    
a dinosaur from Hell Creek. 

Dr. Phil Manning
is a lecturer in 
paleontology and
research fellow 
at the University 
of Manchester 
in England. He 
teaches vertebrate
paleontology,
dinosaur 
locomotion, and
paleobiogeography.

He has appeared in and consulted on 
numerous television shows, and he presents
public lectures and exhibitions at schools, 
universities, and science festivals around 
the world. He regularly writes for academic
journals and the media. 

Tyler Lyson
has a degree 
in biology and 
is currently 
studying for 
a Ph.D. in 
paleontology at
Yale University.
For as long as he
can remember,
he has hunted 
for dinosaurs on
his uncle’s ranch
in North Dakota.
A few years ago, he set up the Marmarth
Research Foundation, an organization 
dedicated to the excavation, preservation, 
and study of dinosaur fossils. 

From Dinomummy:
Very carefully, Tyler chipped 
away the final layer of sandstone
that covered the dinosaur’s foot.
Little by little, bit by bit,
something that Tyler had hardly
dared to believe possible began 
to reveal itself—the bumpy scales
of dinosaur skin!
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